
  During my 11-week interaction with Det. Iinuma, he repeatedly ignored multiple
requests I made to refer my cyber crime cases to the FBI, and then closed all my cases
on 10/17/22 stating I was “uncooperative”.  However, on 12/08/22, in emails to my
computer technician Mr. Laine Kohama, Det. Iinuma referenced his "ongoing
investigation into validating Mr. Finney's criminal complaints.” and "We need a
recorded interview with you before proceeding with this case with the feds".  

  On 12/15/22 Det. Iinuma advises Mr. Kohama my "cases" have been forwarded to
federal partners who are looking forward to locating "these criminals”

  In August, September, and October 2022 I asked Det. Iinuma to refer my cyber crimes
to the FBI.  He was evasive, would never answer me, and refused to make a formal
referral to the FBI including the hacked encrypted cell phones I purchased from Canada.  

  Det. Iinuma’s connection with me was a sham.  Almost two months after closing my
cases Det. Iinuma referred to locating cyber criminals yet he never helped me, leaving
me at the mercy of my attackers.  The HPD is complicit through devising a scheme to
void all the cyber crime cases I filed from 2016 through 2022 to avoid referring any to
the FBI and closing their books on my cases without a single thorough investigation and
the vast majority none at all.  This includes an international cyber crime case involving
brand new, disabled encrypted cell phones I purchased in Canada that was subsequently
hacked and disabled by the Army cyber criminals.

  Det. Iinuma states the FBI is interested in my case, yet they have not responded to any
of the IC3 cyber crime complaints I've filed since 2016, nor has Special Agent Roach-
Vaden from the Kapolei Field Office had one of his colleagues to call me for an interview
as he promised.  Using content replicated from the HPD reports, I have submitted 26 IC3
cyber crime complaints to the FBI since 2016.  The FBI has not responded to one. My
last submission was on 9/2/2022.  FBI folder/2022 9 2 FBI file.  

  In over 6 ½ years, I have received zero beneficial replies to any of the complaints or
reports I’ve sent to both to the FBI or HPD.  Both agencies ignored my cases not because
the leads, evidence, witnesses, and facts have I presented has been poor.  The lack of
intervention exists to keep the whistle blowing matters silent and hidden.

  The US Army is the same agency my whistle blower complaint was against, purposely
ignored by the DOJ and FBI.  The FBI has not answered to avoid explaining why my
9/3/2020 whistle blower letter to AG Barr at the Department of Justice went silent,
other than a written non-answer from the US Army, again the same agency my whistle
blower complaint was against, purposely ignored by the DOJ and FBI. (Attachment 31
Whistle blowing details). 

http://../A/Links/FBI/2022%209%202%20FBI.pdf
http://../A/Links/Attachment%2031%20Whistle%20blowing%20details.pdf
http://../A/Links/Attachment%2031%20Whistle%20blowing%20details.pdf
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